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Abstract 
Recently announcement of a physical realization of a fundamental circuit element called memristor by researchers at Hewlett 
Packard (HP) attracted so much interests and opened a new field in configurable or programmable electronic systems because it 
has properties of the perfect switch. Combination of this newly found circuit element with nanowire crossbar interconnect 
technology, creates a powerful platform which is called memristor crossbar. It has been demonstrated that this structure can offer 
the potential of creating configurable electronic devices which can have applications in signal processing and artificial 
intelligence. In this paper, we will highlight the rule that Genetic Algorithm (GA) can play in programming these kinds of 
structures. Without loss of generality, crossbar-based arbitrary waveform generating circuit proposed by Mouttet is considered 
for demonstrating the capabilities of GA. Simulation results presented in this paper illustrate the effectiveness of GA in 
programming of memristor crossbars. 
Keywords: Genetic algorithm; Memristor Crossbar; Waveform generation; 
1. Introduction 
Publication of a paper [1] in Nature by Hewlett Packard labs in May 1, 2008, which announced the first 
experimental realization of the memristor whose existence was predicted in 1971 by Leon Chua [2] has caused an 
extraordinary increased interest in this passive circuit element.  
Before the physical realization of the memristor which its state can be changed theoretically an infinite number of 
times, crossbars are mostly being used for storing data in terms of high and low resistance states of the switches in 
the crosspoints. Combination of memristor with crossbar interconnect technology, has been demonstrated that can 
offer the potential of creating configurable electronic devices with applications in signal processing and artificial 
intelligence. Some of the most interesting and significant applications of memristor and memristor crossbars can be 
summarized as: 
x building non-volatile memories [4]; 
x creating memristor-based Boolean logic gates without the utilization of active components [5]; 
x construction of analog neural networks and emulation of human learning [6]; 
x pattern recognition; 
x construction of programmable analog circuits [7]. 
For yet another application, Mouttet has proposed several programmable crossbar-based innovative circuits [8, 9, 
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10] overall emphasizing the rule of memristor crossbars in signal processing such as image processing, waveform 
generators and filter designing. In almost all of these circuits, memristor-based crossbars are used as the 
programmable electronic systems and hence, they should be programmed truly for making the proposed circuits 
practical. 
In this paper, we give a preliminary discussion on how a simple genetic algorithm can be used for programming 
these kinds of crossbars. For illustrating the effectiveness of GA in programming of these circuits, without the loss 
of generality, we will consider the arbitrary waveform generating circuit proposed in [10] and apply GA for 
determining its best configuration for this particular application. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the characteristics of the fourth fundamental circuit 
element, i.e. memristor, and its application in crossbars. Section 3 explains a procedure of applying GA for 
programming memristor crossbars. Finally, a few experimental results are presented in Section 4, before conclusions 
in Section 5. 
2. memristor crossbars and their contribution in the construction of the configurable electronic circuits 
2.1. memristors 
37 years after memristor was predicted theoretically by Chua [2], the researchers at HP reported the realization of 
the first real fabricated memristor which its physical structure with its equivalent circuit model is shown in Fig. 1 
[1].
Memristor is an electrically switchable semiconductor thin film sandwiched between two metal contacts with a 
total length of D  and consists of doped and un-doped regions. The internal state variable W determines the 
length of doped region with low resistance against un-doped region which has high resistivity. This internal state 
variable and consequently the total resistivity of the device can be changed by applying external voltage bias ( )V t
[3]. If the doped region extends to the full length D , the total resistance of the device will be at its lowest level 
denoted as Ron and If the un-doped region extends to the full length D, the total resistance of the device will be at its 
highest level namely Roff. Therefore by applying suitable external voltage bias, it is possible to configure memristor 
to be in one of its lowest or highest resistive state and this is nothing else than the configurable switch [3]. 
Consequently, if the ratio of Roff/Ron be sufficiently high, memristor can be used as a simple fuse but with this 
difference that its state can be changed and reconfigured repeatedly. 
Fig. 1. Physical structure of the memristor and its equivalent circuit model reported by HP researchers. 
2.2. memristor crossbars 
In recent years, crossbar interconnect technology has been developed with a primary focus on applications in 
information storage and retrieval. Basically, a crossbar array consists of two sets of conductive parallel wires 
intersecting each other perpendicularly. The intersections (or crosspoints) are separated by a thin film material 
which its properties such as its resistance can be changed by controlling the voltage applied to it. It should become 
clear that one of such materials with perfect switching property is memristor as explained in previous subsection. 
Therefore, these kinds of crossbars can store data in terms of high and low resistance states in the crosspoints of the 
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crossbar. In addition, switch like materials in crosspoints can be used for connecting two individual wires crossing 
each other in those crosspoints. For example, putting thin film material into its low resistance state (or closing the 
switch) in one crosspoint will cause the two wires crossing at that crosspoint to be connected to each other. This 
crossbar structure can have significant rule in so many applications especially in creating configurable electronic 
circuits which in return are critical for the hardware implementation of the signal processing algorithms such as 
filter designing. However, these crossbar based reconfigurable circuits can work properly only when their switches 
are somehow being programmed correctly. Hereafter, without loss of generality, we consider one of these circuits 
namely crossbar-based waveform generator proposed by Mouttet [10] and show how GA can be used for 
determining that which switch in crossbar should be close and which one should be open. 
3. Programming of memristor crossbar by genetic algorithm 
Figure 2 shows the typical memristor crossbar-based circuit proposed by Mouttet in [10] for generating arbitrary 
shape waveforms. In this figure, delay components are connected to the columns of the crossbar while its rows are 
connected to the opamp-based summing circuit. Figure 3 illustrates a cross-section of one example of a 
reprogrammable crossbar circuit element and its equivalent circuit model which can be fabricated at each crosspoint 
of this crossbar [10]. This crossbar circuit element consists of two distinct layers: a rectification layer and a 
resistance switching material layer. A rectification layer creates diode junctions at each crosspoint in order to 
prevent unwanted feedback paths within the crossbar and a resistance switching material layer (such as memristor) 
acts as a reconfigurable switch which its open or close status can be changed by the applied voltage. Since in Fig. 2, 
the resistors of the summing circuit which are connected to the rows of the crossbar have different values, this 
circuit adds the input signals with different gains. For example, in Fig. 2 the resistor connected to the first row of the 
crossbar is 8R and therefore, the voltage on the first row will be added to the output voltage, Vout(t), with the gain of 
-1/8. Note that in this circuit, we assumed that the resistance of the closed switches is negligible (near zero) and 
resistance of the opened switches is very high (can be considered as infinity). The circuit is derived by the input 
signal Vin(t) and consequently, related to the configuration of the open and close switches in the crossbar, the output 
of the circuit will be a linear combination of the delayed versions of the input signal. For example in this figure, a 
switch placed in the intersecting point of the second row and the second column of the crossbar is close (denoted by 
the black filled circle), and therefore the signal connected to the second column (i.e. Vin(t-ڲ)) will appear at the 
output of the circuit, Vout(t), with the gain of  -1/4. Different combination of delayed versions of the input signal can 
be obtained by changing the status of open and close switches. However, since there is a rectification layer in each 
crosspoint, this statement is correct only when the all of the input signals applied to the columns of the crossbar have 
positive values. To satisfy this requirement, hereafter we will assume that the samples of the input signal, Vin(t), 
always have non-negative values. This can be achieved for example by adding a DC bias to Vin(t) and removing it at 
the output of the summing circuit (the rule of DC removing block in Fig. 2). 
 If the number of rows and columns of the crossbar be m and n respectively, switches in this crossbar can have 
2m×n different configuration and therefore this structure can generate 2m×n different waveform based on the input 
signal Vin(t) [10]. Here, it is worth to mention that in almost all of the cases, we know what the desired waveform is 
and we seek for the circuit for generating it. Hence, the main problem is how to configure the switches of this 
crossbar so it can be able to produce the desirable waveform. 
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Fig. 2. Memristor crossbar proposed by Mouttet in [10] for arbitrary waveform generation. 
(a) (b) 
Fig.  3. (a) A cross-section of one example of a reprogrammable crossbar circuit element; (b) Equivalent circuit model of (a). 
Here, we utilize GA as suggested in [10] for programming this crossbar structure so it can produce arbitrary 
given waveforms. For applying genetic algorithm to this particular problem, several parameters should be specified. 
By interpreting low resistance state of the switches as a logic 1 and high resistance state as a logic 0, configuration 
of any crossbar at any time with m rows and n columns can be indicated by a binary matrix G with m rows and n
columns. This matrix or its row ordered version can be used as a chromosome in GA (so using binary encoding for 
chromosome representation). Signal to noise ratio between desirable input and produced output waveforms can be a 
good criterion for using as a fitness function. 
4. simulation results 
In this section, we will demonstrate the effectiveness of GA in the programming of memristor crossbar-based 
arbitrary signal generator circuit by performing some experiments. Circuit of Fig. 4 is used for obtaining the results 
presented in this section. In this circuit, each of the delay components produces 0.2 second delay on input signal 
Vin(t). Since there are 6 rows in this crossbar, cross-points on each column can have 26 different configurations and 
therefore, each input signal can emerge at the output with 26 different gains. Absolute values of the highest and 
lowest obtainable gains are 7.875 and 0 respectively. The highest gain can be achieved for any of the input signals, 
Vin(t-iڲ) for i= 0, 1, …, 9, by closing all of the switches in the column corresponding to that input. Opening all of the 
switches in one column will cause the gain of the corresponding input signal to become zero. Figure 5 shows the 
input signal that we used as Vin(t) for generating following results (before adding a DC bias). As can be seen in this 
figure, the period of this signal is 2 seconds and therefore it is appropriate for generating any kind of signals with 
periods  of  2  seconds  or  less.  Signal  to  noise  ratio  (SNR)  is  used  as  a  fitness  function  of  genetic  algorithm.  In  
addition, for obtaining the results presented in this section, mutation probability, crossover probability and 
population size of the GA are set to 0.1, 0.8 and 100 respectively. 
In the following experiments, we ran the explained GA algorithm in MATLAB 7.1 software on a Windows Vista 
PC with Intel 2.10 GHz Core 2 Duo CPU and 3 GB of RAM. 
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Fig. 4. Memristor crossbar used for generating arbitrary waveforms which is programmed by GA. 
Figure 6(a) shows the result of our first simulation. Circuit of Fig. 4 is configured by GA for generating the 
desirable signal which was a sawtooth waveform. This waveform is one of the most useful and practical signals 
which has so many applications in signal processing and communication. It is clear from this figure that GA could 
perfectly program the crossbar. Signal to noise ratio between desirable and output signals is about 27db. 
Computation time for this simulation was near 7 seconds. It is worth to mention that computation time completely 
depends on the first population which was initialized randomly. 
Figure 6(b) shows the waveform generated by the circuit shown in Fig. 4 after it  has been programmed by GA 
when  the  desirable  signal  was  the  sum  of  sawtooth  wave  shown  in  Fig.  5(a)  and  2sin(ʌt). Signal to noise ratio 
between desirable and generated signal is 22.32db. Computation time for this simulation was near 11 seconds. 
It is worth to mention that better results can be obtained by using finer gains (by increasing the number of rows) 
and smaller  delays  in  Fig.  4  which  has  a  drawback of  increasing  the  dimension of  the  crossbar  and consequently  
decreasing the convergence speed of the GA. 
Fig. 5. Input signal applied to the circuit of Fig. 4. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 6. (a) Output of the circuit when the desired input signal is a sawtooth wave; (b) Output of the circuit when the desired input signal is the 
sum of sawtooth wave and 2sin(ʌt).
5. Conclusion  
In this paper we used genetic algorithm for programming newly emerged memristor crossbars-based circuit for 
generating arbitrary waveforms. One of the most advantages of this waveform generating structure is that except 
gain and delay components which can have variable but with limited resolution values, all of the other calculations, 
e.g. addition and multiplication, are performed in analog. Simulation results show that GA can effectively be used 
for programming crossbars for any applications such as waveform generation. 
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